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MARY TEAGUE
The Commercial, Sydney
Visual artists, whose primary concern
is normally matter not words, are often
described as having a ‘language’. This
presumably refers to a set of conventions,
grammatical structures, phrases, slangs,
exceptions-to-the-rule and accents, which
they cultivate and return to. This system
rewards those best able to remain within the
boundaries of interpretation; people can’t
understand you when you speak in tongues.
For her most recent solo show, ‘Language
of Art’, at The Commercial, Sydney-based
artist Mary Teague undertook to use art’s
own conventions, its pre-linguistic elements.
The artist employs frames, stages, posters,
plinths and hanging devices to constantly
point to something else. The works are emptied out in order to distract from themselves;
they refer to all the stuff that sits around
the object, which she calls ‘the collateral’.
The large-scale sculpture, Another device
(2014), references an earlier work, Device
for looking forward (2012), a sculptural collage
which includes a photograph of a young
blonde boy locked in a pillory and grinning.
The more recent pillory-like device comprises
a two-metre piece of plywood, painted and
hung horizontally from a long, thick hemp
rope threaded through two points and knotted
where the wrists would be. A second rope is
looped through two holes and left to slump
onto a black-carpeted stage below. The
stage takes up almost half the gallery space,
intercepting the thoroughfare at about shin
level and forcing people to choose whether
to walk over or around. Another device is both
something to be hung and a mechanism for
hanging. A bunch of thick leather belts slump
undone from the lowest point of the rope,
as if waiting to be worn.
Multi-purpose, collaborative objectprojects recur in Teague’s work, and they
often evoke the human body, whether
through scale, figuration, titling or gesture.
Male and Female 1 and Male and Female 2
(both 2014) are two phallic cylinders of
Corflute covered in 24-carat gold that sit
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within abstractly painted receptacles,
reminiscent of candlestick holders. Teague
describes these as being ‘models’ of sculptures; they are preparatory in terms of scale
and seem to occupy the gallery like commas.
One juts out abruptly, horizontal from the wall;
the other is modestly placed on the stage,
as if finding itself there by chance.
While the paint on the holder section
of Male and Female 1 & 2 is a denser version
of the oil palette used in Another device, the
same gold-plated (this time rose gold) Corflute
reappears in the title piece Language of Art
(2014). Here, three pieces of equal size rest on
their edge to form a triangle. Installed beside
Sculpture (2014), which itself comprises
three framed photographs of different Marshall
speakers hung from the floor up in a stack,
largest to smallest, Language of Art initially
suggests an enlarged pool or billiards rack.
Yet, threes and triangles have more symbolic
connotations, too. They recall any number
of pyramid-systems, whose graphic role
is to represent the proportional relationships
between given products, personnel or
consumer habits.
To further the point, Language of Art is
positioned directly opposite the entrance to
the gallery in alignment with the doorframe.
The equilateral triangle indicates other notions
of correspondence, too; the adjacent wall is
covered floor to ceiling with a series of seven
large giclée prints titled Equivalence (2013).
The works are scans of photo album pages
found in charity shops while Teague was in
residency in Montréal in 2013. The cardboard
frames are abstracted from their primary
context and enlarged. They contain no images
and frame only a simple white background,
itself matching the gallery’s walls.
Furthering these gestures toward the
gallery space itself, Teague proposes that the
wall of graphic posters covering both sides
of the roller door of The Commercial should
be taken as ‘decorative’, a way of enlivening
a ‘dead zone’, rather than as a work. Yet, the
prints in ‘The Prairie’ series (2013) are the only
pieces in the show that actually use written
language. This conscious separation of the
decorative elements (language) and the artworks (outside language) is, despite Teague’s
best intentions at evasion, revelatory of her
project at large. Incongruous and self-referential constituents come together to eventually
contradict themselves. One of the slogans hits
the nail on the head: ‘Show me some discipline’.
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DAMIANO BERTOLI
Neon Parc, Melbourne
Over the past decade, Damiano Bertoli has
developed a sophisticated engagement
with the languages, forms and politics of late
modernism. For example, for his series
‘Continuous Moment’ (2002–ongoing), he
co-opted designs by the famous Italian practice
Superstudio, founded in 1966 in Florence as
part of the radical architecture movement
of the late 1960s; while his recent show
at Melbourne’s Centre for Contemporary
Photography, ‘Continuous Moment: Sordid’s
Hotel’, presented the third iteration of his
reworking of Pablo Picasso’s play Le Désir
attrapé par la queue (Desire Captured by the
Tail), writtern 1941 but which premiered in
1967. Artist, writer, collaborator and one of the
first members of the influential Melbourne
artists’ run space, Ocular Lab (which ran from
2003–10), Bertoli, and his prominence in the
local landscape, was acknowledged by his
inclusion in the recent survey show ‘Melbourne
Now’ at the National Gallery of Victoria.
For ‘Associates’, Bertoli presented nine
drawings that have been two years in the making. Each one consisted of coloured pencil on
a standard A0 sheet, every centimetre of which
had been worked on: in itself, an epic of manual
labour. Yet time and production have particular
resonance for the artist. Extending his interest
in the radical sentiments of the 1960s and ’70s,
Bertoli here engaged with the Memphis Group,
a radical design studio operating in Milan from
1981–88, several members of which were
associated (tangentially) with left-wing politics.
However, Memphis’s principal revolution was
opposing the ideology of functionalism that had
characterized early 20th-century design.
Playful, esoteric, even downright ugly, Memphis
explored ideas rather than solutions, generative
possibilities over taste. Resisting a sociological
rationale – such as improving everyday life –
it took an anti-ideological stance, which meant
deploying everyday affects and materials
through an ‘anti-design’ process.
Bertoli couples this non-design
redistribution of daily forms with the similarly
humble but pervasive strategies of the Italian
leftist Autonomia movement of the 1970s.
Part of the remarkably rich history of the country’s extra-parliamentary political protest
(that extends to the present in figures such as
the Italian comedian, blogger and political
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activist Beppe Grillo), the Autonomists adopted
tactics focused on the disruption – as opposed
to the destruction espoused by the Brigate
Rosse (Red Brigades) – of social codes. Nik
Papas describes these connections in his
excellent essay for ‘Associates’: ‘Mockery and
wit were employed liberally, providing a means
of expression and a source of entertainment
against the ideology of crisis and austerity
advanced by both governments and
political parties.’
The drawings take the labour involved
in applying pencil to paper to generate an
idea – the degree zero of art making – and
expand this into a manifesto. Literally in
many regards: the drawings collapse political
typography (block-capital renderings of poster
headlines and pamphlet slogans from the
Autonomia era) into Memphis derived patterns,
the repeated cross-hatching suggesting the
woven textiles from which many of the designs
are borrowed. Each drawing is named after
a Red Brigade revolutionary. So, Mario (2012)
proclaims: ‘Revisionist bureaucrats in congress
maintain peace for the bourgeoisie / In
the factories, workers continue class warfare
/ Workers-students united in struggle.’ As
Papas suggests: ‘Bertoli establishes a point
of equivalence between the activist and the
artist, realized as a common physical surface
rendered literal in the iconography and acts
of design.’ As he makes clear: for Bertoli, the
artist is the ultimate radical.
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Mary Teague
‘Language of Art’, 2014,
exhibition view
2

Damiano Bertoli
‘Associates’‚ 2014, installation view
3

Damiano Bertoli
Renato, 2013, pencil on paper,
120 × 85 cm
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Mohau Modisakeng
Ditaola VIII, 2014, inkjet print on Epson
UltraSmooth, 2 × 1.5 m
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MOHAU MODISAKENG
BRUNDYN+, Cape Town
It is a measure of how things have shifted
in South Africa since 1984, when voters
charted a new direction for the country
by voting in the nationalist HNP (Herenigde
Nasionale Party) on a ticket of racial
segregation, that the figure of the orphan
genius – a self-taught black artist, typically
from an impoverished background,
for instance Dumile Feni, Tito Zungu and
Moshekwa Langa – is gradually being
eclipsed by the young black professional.
Born in Soweto, that epicentre of black
urbanity and cosmopolitan culture,
28-year-old Mohau Modisakeng is a product
of the art school grind, having submitted,
sometimes grudgingly, to the liturgy of critical
theory and indignity of student exhibitions
at Cape Town’s Michaelis School of Fine Art.
His untitled 2012 Master’s degree show
neatly summarized his early pop style and,
unavoidably, rehearsed many of the formal
and thematic preoccupations of ‘Ditaola’
(literally ‘divination bones’), his elegiac debut
solo exhibition with a commercial gallery.
Mentored by Jane Alexander, an elusive
artist whose Ed Kienholz-inspired sculptures
privilege figuration and ethical enquiry,
Modisakeng’s Master’s exhibition included
a variety of sculptures animating his core
themes of violence, labour and mourning.
These included a stained leather apron used
by steelworkers, an oversized rifle made of
wood and fabric and a self-portrait from his
2010 untitled triptych series depicting the
artist in a leopard-print vest and leather
apron. ‘Ditaola’ similarly juxtaposes sculpture
and photography, and comprises nearly
a dozen sculptural pieces – ranging from lifesize figure studies to large non-representational objects – presented in conjunction
with two new series of self-portraits,
and bookended with a body of video works,
including Inzilo (Mourning, 2013), a kind
of Chris Cunningham slow-motion study
of the artist performing a mourning ritual
associated with widows.
Where Modisakeng’s early sculptures
expressed a pop ambition similar to Brett
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Murray and Stuart Bird, both alumni of
Michaelis, Modisakeng’s new sculptures
are marked by baroque grandness. Works
like Untitled (Trumpets) (all 2014), three
ornately decorated steel pyramids leaning
on white plinths, and Untitled (Bust, 1–4),
four bronze mannequin busts variously
sporting bubble-wrap scarves, horns and
headgear, are of the same cosmos as Wim
Botha, a Cape Town artist similarly occupied
with myth, memorials and classical figuration. In a show that flirts with quotation and
pastiche, works like Untitled (Table) and
Untitled (Chair), both of which incorporate
carved plastic whips into domestic objects,
read as striking and generic at the same
time. Kendell Geers has similarly transformed instruments of policing into minimalist sculptural statements.
Modisakeng is interested in South
African history, particularly in its constant
mediation as a narrative, as well as the
recurring presence of violence and exclusion
in the material culture of the everyday. Many
of his sculptures, including Untitled (Fence),
an elegant defensive enclosure made from
painted wood and mild steel that is of the
same ambitious order as Nicholas Hlobo’s
kraal Umthubi (2006), feature ornamental
spear-shaped finials. There is a banal familiarity to these wrought iron objects,
which cap suburban fences and gates in
Modisakeng’s crime-embattled country. He
manages, however, to wrest these objects
from their suburban gloom, offering them
as rich symbols of a sustained violence.
Unfortunately his photographic work
is less concise. Robin Rhode is an obvious
reference, and while Modisakeng is equal
to Rhode in technique and composition, the
display of his work lacked formal care.
Inelegantly splashed across the gallery like
posters, Modisakeng’s self-portraits also
verge on cliché. Ditaola III – VII is a frontal
mid-length study of the artist in military
pose, antique rifle hiked over his back. Like
Rhode, Modisakeng wants to take on the
role of the trickster; unfortunately, the white
pigeon that recurs throughout the series,
in rest and in flight, establishes him as
a mere circus magician. Ditaola I, II & – VIII–
XVI offers a fuller view of Modisakeng, again
with bird and wearing a pleated skirt, which
is stained black like the leather apron on his
Master’s exhibition. Unlike Zimbabwean
expatriate Kudzanai Chiurai’s photographic
series, ‘State of the Nation’ (2012) – a selfconsciously kitsch David LaChapelleinfluenced meditation on political violence
through portraiture – Modisakeng’s photographs offer only glossy surface and strategy.
Gone is the working class superhero
of his 2010 untitled triptych, replaced now
by the professional artist playacting.
Modisakeng is an ambitious artist whose
approach to material and metaphor is
exciting. But, rather than mark a bold new
trajectory after a period of increasing sameness in art from South Africa, ‘Ditaola’
rehearses rote positions, in effect reiterating
the sameness. This is not unusual: after
the distilled rage of Public Enemy came the
high opera of Kanye West and Jay-Z.
Modisakeng could be as big as the latter,
but not on the strength of this exhibition.
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